Explore new service line
frontiers with AlayaCare
Join over 500 leading providers using AlayaCare to scale their
business, optimize operations and improve client outcomes.
AlayaCare’s flexible software enables your organization to provide more
configurable and customized care with a robust platform that scales
to meet the needs of multiple service lines across all sectors.

Adapt and grow alongside
your client, business, and
industry

Access your data and
documentation wherever
and whenever you need it

Explore integrations with
everyday tools, services,
and partners

Streamline your workflows
and bridge communications
gap

Harness clinical and event data
to optimize efficiencies, reduce
costs, and prepare for the future

Improve client satisfaction
throughout each step in the
care continuum

Trusted by the leading care providers

Better Technology, Better Outcomes.
alayacare.com | sales@alayacare.com

Home care software designed
to scale with your business
Technology is driving the future of home care and organizations need intuitive and flexible
software to meet their ever-changing needs. Our features and integrations are configurable,
providing you with an easy-to use solution that embraces new and evolving care models.

Intuitive Care Plans

Powerful Mobile Application

Gain a holistic view of client care

Access client care plans and medical history in real-time.

Capture real-time data that’s outcome-focused

Complete documentation directly at point of care - online or offline

Build out new outcome-based reports and analytics

Verify employee attendance through GPS data

Virtual Care Suite

Real-time Data and Communication

Enable secure HIPAA compliant video conferences.

Connect stakeholders through a patient portal.

Track, capture, complete, and bill documentation efficiently

Receive real-time scheduling requests from caregivers

Remotely deliver pre-care plans and health checks for clients

Send real-time alerts to care team for vitals, documentation,
or other incidents.

Flexible APIs and Growing Partner
Ecosystem

Premium Optimization and
Analytics Features

Enable REST APIs to customize your data needs

Predict employee churn and identify high-risk employees

Access partner ecosystem for quick and easy integrations

Optimize schedules, match care workers with appropriate visits.

Integrate external payroll and account solutions.

Assess risks and events such as falls and hospitalizations.

“

With the industry moving towards value-based purchasing, Lifematters is placing larger
emphasis on better outcomes and data collection as the company aggressively expands into new
markets. Home care is seeing greater participation in Medicare Advantage Plans and Transitional
Care programs for healthcare systems and skilled nursing facilities, which are also important
programs for Lifematters. We are thrilled to have AlayaCare as a partner to support our expansion
as we deliver better outcomes and experiences for both healthcare providers and clients through
our virtual call centers and innovative technology initiatives.”

— Daniel Gold, COO, Lifematters.
Reach out to AlayaCare today to learn more about how you can leverage
technology to support the evolving models of care.
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